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We develop a model for a fault in which various areas of the fault plane have different stress-slip 
constitutive laws. The model is conceptually simple, involving nonlinear algebraic equations which can 
easily be solved by a graphical method of successive iterations. Application is made to the problem of 
explaining seismicity patterns associated with great earthquakes. The model quantitatively explains 
phenomena associated with seismic gaps, asperities, and barriers. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
During the past few years a great deal of careful work by a 
variety of investigatqrs has led to the conclusion that stress on 
fault planes is distributed in an inhomogeneous manner. For 
example, Kanarnori [1981] and Lay et al. [1982] have docu- 
mented seismicity data from around the world on major sub- 
duction plate boundaries• apd have shown that each area re- 
peatedly exhibits a cha.racteristic pattern of seismicity, which 
they believe is related to the existence of rough patches called 
asperities. Lay e t• al. [1982] also hypothesize that the geo- 
metric size of the asperities relative to their separation is what 
determines the failure mode of the subduction zone and also 
the characteristic seismicit• pattern. Other work, involving 
waveform modeling [Hartzell and Helmber9er, 1982; Ebel and 
Helmber9er, 1982], has also demonstrated the probable exis- 
tence of highly nonuniform stress distributions on fault planes, 
and in particular, Hartzell and Helrnber9er [1982] have used 
waveform modeling techniques to map out regions of nonUni- 
formity on the fault plane during the Imperial Valley ear•th- 
quake of 1979.•In addition to these studies, other work has led 
to the conclusion that the seismicity patterns prior to and 
following great earthquakes can be classified into distinct pat- 
terns, including preseismic quiescence, precursory swarms, and 
doughnut patterns [Mo9i, 1977; MeNally and Minster, 1981; 
Stewart et al., 1981; Kanamori, 1981; Lay et al., 1982]. Fore- 
shock migration inward toward the epicenter and aftershock 
migration away from the epicenter have also been observed 
[Kagan and Knopoff, 1976]. 
As a first step toward examining some of the basic physics 
inherent in processes associated with nonuniform stress distri- 
butions on fault planes, we formulate a simple model of a fault 
which allows different slip properties on different sections of 
the fault plane. The model consists of a circular fault em- 
bedded in an elastic material which is driven by boundaries at 
infinite distance which are translating at a uniform rate" V•,. 
The fault is made up of rings with circular symmetry each pf 
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which has its own stress-slip constitutive law. Note that 
McGarr [1981] gives analytic expressions for the failure of a 
circular asperity within an annular faulted region. These ex- 
pressions, however, are quite different from those derived here. 
By using an approximate solution for an annular region sub- 
jected to tensional stress, McGarr [1981] postulated a solution 
appropria[• to an annular fault subjected toshear stress. This 
expregsion for the shear slip in the outer, annular region de- 
pends only on the level of shear stress in the outer, annular 
region. McGarr [1981] went on to apply this solution to the 
falculation of strong round motion due to dynamic slip on 
the fault.•By contrast, we find that the slip in the outer, annu- 
lar region depends on the stress in both the outer, annular 
region as well as the stress in the inner, circular region. This 
general form can be shown to be correct from the linearity of 
the g0Vernmg equations' the slip at a given point on the fault 
surface is a linear functional of the stress over the entire fault 
plane. 
To find the solution to the problem in which the boundaries 
at infinite distance translate at uniform rate Vp, we superpose 
the solutions to a series of problems, two of which satisfy the 
equations of elastic equilibrium external to the fault plane. 
The other is a reasonable approximation to the solution of a 
general nonlinear viscoelastic problem representing steady slip 
at a plate boundary driven by mantle convection. The major 
assumption which is made in this procedure is that the far- 
field shear stress •© and the plate velocity Vp are bounded 
constants. Note that these two quantities cannot be specified 
in•lepen'Hently, since they are related to each other through t e 
physical processes which drive the plates as well as to internal 
inelastic deformation processes within the plate. Assuming 
that the plates are driven by mantle convection implies that 
the.basal shear stress on horizontal planes along the plote 
motion direction, is the nonzero, bounded stress ultimately 
producing the plate velocity Vp. The far-field shear stress in 
th• ' plane of the fault, •:©, is then either the resolved compo- 
nent of zb in the plane of the fault (for subduction plate 
boundaries) or is produced from % by inelastic deformation 
within the plate (for transform plate boundaries). We also 
assume that the plate responds elastically to incremental 
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strains and stresses, thereby allowing use of singular dis- 
location solutions to describe deformation due to earthquakes 
at the plate boundary. Thus we speculate that this solution 
method can be viewed as a perturbation approach, in which 
the dislocation solutions represent a higher-order perturbation 
(small strain) on the lowest-order solution, steady slip. At the 
present time we cannot prove that a perturbation scheme like 
this exists for this problem or that it genesrates the correct 
solution, although we feel that it is certainly a reasonable 
approach. 
Consistent with the above comments, we take the "lowest- 
order" solution to be uniform slip everywhere on the bound- 
ary z = 0 between two elastic half spaces, z > 0 and z < 0, at 
the Slip velocity Ve. Since we are not interested in the absolute 
magnitude of the displacement of the plates from the be- 
ginning of time but only in the difference in displacement 
between two epochs, we will not be concerned with the details 
of stress and nonlinear strain within the plate. Uniform slip on 
the boundary at a rate Ve will produce uniform motion in the 
half space z > 0 of 0.5Ve, and in the half space z < 0, of 
-0.5Ve. Note that for a linear elastic constitutive law, steady 
slip at the boundary together with bounded •:oo and Ve implies 
•oo = 0 for strike-slip plate boundaries. However, it is expected 
that the plate is characterized by a nonlinear constitutive rela- 
tion between, say, Cauchy stress and some frame indifferent 
measure of deformation or deformation rate [Truesdell and 
Noll, 1965], so that the far field stress •:oo is produced from the 
basal shear stress %. In any case, as will be seen later, the 
solution derived in this paper depends only on the difference 
between •oo and the fault stress, so the absolute magnitude of 
• is unimportant. That is, constitutive laws relating fault 
stress to slip, needed for complete solution of the problem, can 
in actual fact be regarded as constitutive laws relating relative 
stress to fault slip, since the far-field stress •oo appears in the 
solution as an unconstrained parameter. Since the other solu- 
. 
tions to be superposed on this one involve no other stresses or 
displacements at infinity, the stresses and velocities at infinity 
are then •oo and _-_+0. SVe (the sign depending on the side of the 
plate boundary), as specified above. 
-The "perturbation" solutions to be superposed are solutions 
to dislocation problems. Suppose that we are given a compact 
surface I] in the z plane, and suppose that we possess the 
solution S(5) to a problem in which the slip • on the surface I; 
is specified and for which all displacements and stresses vanish 
in the far field at infinite distance from the surface. Let us now 
allow discrete episodes of slip to occur at the times tx, t:, ..., 
t n, so that the variables 5(tx), 5(t:), ..., 5(tn)define a history of 
slip on the fault in response to the plate velocity and stress 
pair •oo, Ve. These solutions, S(5) and S(-Vet), when super- 
posed upon the solution in the paragraph above, yield the 
solution to our problem. Practically speaking, the solution 
S(5) turns out to be linear in 5, so that superposition of the 
second and third solutions yields S(•- Vet), where the • are 
given. Note that upon the surface I;, slip is zero between 
events, is 5(t•) at time t•, and accumulates a net offset at the 
rate Ve. Moreover, the stress and plate velocity at infinity are 
•oo, Ve as desired, since the two solutions S(5) and S(-Vet) 
contribute no far-field perturbation stress or displacement for 
finite 5 - Vet. Outside of the surface I; but on the plane z - 0, 
the boundary is freely sliding at the rate Ve. If it is desired that 
the exterior region to I; have stick-slip behavior, then it is 
necessary only to embed the fault within a larger fault, and so 
on. 
The solution derived here in principle satisfies the governing 
differential field equations external to the slip surface, the 
boundary conditions at infinity, on the free surface z = 0, and 
on the surface I;. We therefore postulate that this solution is 
"close" in some sense to the correct solution, given our uncer- 
tainty about permanent inelastic deformation within the plate. 
Since no uniqueness theorem is available for general inelastic 
materials, we cannot claim uniqueness' the lowest order solu- 
tion, the steady state part of the total superposed solution, is 
clearly nonunique. However, the dislocation part of the total 
solution, S(5- Vet), is unique, given the assumption of in- 
cremental elasticity for the plate. This procedure has been 
used in the past to model cyclical earthquakes on both infi- 
nitely long strike-slip faults [Savage and Prescott, 1978] as 
well as infinitely long thrust faults [Savage, 1983; Thatcher 
and Rundle, 1984]. The justification given for its'Use was only 
that it seemed a reasonable method for calculating the defor- 
mation due to cyclic e•arthquakes on a fault. 
It may be argued that simple models of this type have been 
superceded by more complex numerical models [Stuart, 1978, 
1979; Stuart and Mavko, 1979]. However, it is our feeling that 
simple analytic models of the present type can provide a 
degree of physical insight not possible with much more com- 
plex models in which the interrelationships among the vari- 
ables are not.always intuitively clear. The advantages of com- 
putationally simple models uch as these are clearly displayed 
as well by the simple spring-block slider model of an earth- 
quake, still in common use by a variety of authors [Cohen, 
1978; Dieterich, 1981, 1980]. Moreover, McGarr [1981] has 
shown that problems of this type can have important appli- 
cations in calculating strong ground motion response to fault- 
ing. 
In section 2 we solve the problem of a circular fault subjec- 
ted to far-field stress •oo. In section 3 a solution technique is 
discussed which can be used to solve the governing equations 
b y graphical perturbation, when an appropriate stress-slip 
constitutive law is given. Section 4 discusses the case of time 
periodic earthquakes and gives a pictorial illustration of the 
relationships between the field quantities. Section 5 shows 
some numerical calculations for synthetic earthquakes, as- 
suming Mohr-Coulomb failure laws for a circular fault with 
two regions. Finally, section 6 discusses some applications, 
particularly to the October 1980 New Hebrides earthquakes. 
Owing to the rather involved mathematical derivations in 
sections 2 and 3, the casual reader may want to skip these. In 
order to facilitate this mode the discussions in sections 1 and 
4-7 have been made as self-contained as possible and make 
only minimal reference to the derivations. The central result of 
sections 2 and 3, which is used in the following discussions, 
can be found in equations (47) and (48). These relate the slip in 
the outer and inner regions of the circular fault to the stresses 
on the inner and outer regions. 
2. MODEL 
We start by considering an infinite linear elastic medium 
within which is embedded an ellipsoidal inclusion. The in- 
clusion is supposed to be constructed of a material with elastic 
moduli different from the moduli of the surrounding material. 
For the case in which a general far-field stress is applied to the 
elastic medium, œshelby •1957-1 derived the deformation 
within the inclusion by an elegant integration of the Green 
function for an elastic medium. His method is based upon 
finding the deformation everywhere within an elastic material 
from an "equivalent" inclusion which has been given a stress- 
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free transformation strain eo r. Then, by application ofbound- 
ary conditions the strain %r is found in terms of the applied 
far-field stress (or strain), the two sets of elastic moduli, and a 
shape factor S0k t. Thus the problem reduces to finding the 
deformation due to application ofeo r. 
As a first step, consider the following sequence of operations 
[œshelby, 1957]: 
1. Make a cut over the ellipsoidal surface, remove the in- 
clusion, and apply to it the uniform stress-free strain eo r. At 
this stage it still has the elastic moduli 2, /• of the elastic 
medium. Thus 
aij r= 2er(•ij + 21aeo r (1) 
is the stress derived from eij r by Hooke's law. 
2. Apply surface tractions -aijrn; to the inclusion, bring- 
ing it back to the same size and shape it had prior to appli- 
cation of eo r. Put it back in the elastic matrix and reweld the 
boundary $. 
3. Let the surface tractions relax or, equivalently, apply a 
body force + aorn• over the surface to cancel the surface trac- 
tion applied in step 2. The medium is now in a state of self 
stress, and displacements everywhere are given by 
uiC(r) = fs dSkajkrU fir - r') (2) 
where the elastostatic Green function U) is given by 
U•(r - r') --- 4zt/• Ir - r'l 
1 (x, - x,Xx- x) Fx (3) 
16=/41 - v) Ir - r'l 
Here Fj is the magnitude of the point force in direction j.
In hi• classic paper, Eshelby [1957] shows that the "con- 
strained strain" eo c within the inclusion is uniform and is 
given by 
eo c= Sijtaeta r (4) 
where So•,t is a set of shape factors which depend on both the 
geometry of the inclusion and the elastic moduli. This prob- 
lem, whose solution is outlined here, is often termed the equiv- 
alent inclusion because it holds the key to solving the follow- 
ing problem. Consider an ellipsoidal inclusion of the same 
shape and size but with moduli 2x,/•x, embedded in a matrix 
with moduli 2,/• which is subjected to a far-field stress a0 ©. 
Since part of the strain in the equivalent inclusion problem is 
accomplished with zero stress, continuity of normal tractions 
yields 
•x(e c + e ©) = •(e c -e T + e ©) (5) 
g•('eo c+ 'eo ©) = g('e•f -'eij r + 'e ©) (6) 
In (5•6) a backward prime denotes deviatoric strain, while no 
prime or indices denotes bulk strain. Bulk moduli •, • have 
been used in (5). Equations (5•6) can now be solved to yield, 
for example [Eshelby, 1957], 
el3 = el3 ,, (7) 2(• 1 --•)S1313 + • 
The normal strains e x• r, '", are not as easy to express and 
can in fact be found as the solutions to a set of coupled linear 
equations. It can be seen, then, that the shear stress-strain 
problem is decoupled from the normal stress-strain problem. 
In subsequent work we will make use of this property by 
considering only the application of shear stress in the direction 
parallel to a planar fault. 
The solution to the entire problem is really based on the 
integral of the body force Green function U•(r- r') over the 
inclusion surface S. Of course, since the equations of elastosta- 
tic equilibrium are themselves linear, the response to a super- 
position of body forces is the superposition of the responses to 
the individual body forces. Hence we can define other surfaces, 
for example, inside the ellipsoidal surface of the inclusion and 
distribute body forces on them. This idea is the governing 
principle behind our inhomogeneous fault model. 
Let us consider now the situation shown in Figure 1. Within 
an outer oblate spheroidal surface, the inclusion surface, lies 
an inner oblate spheroidal surface. The semimajor and semi- 
minor axes of the ellipsoids are ao, c, ai, c, respectively. We will 
shortly allow both spheroids to flatten into planar disks in the 
plane z = 0, but at this point the shapes are not important. In 
terms similar to that of the Eshelby [1957] single inclusion 
problem outlined above, we adopt the following procedure: 
1. Remove the outer ellipsoid, give it a stress-free strain 
(eor)o, apply surface tractions -(aor)on•, replace it, and 
reweld. Note that at this stage the inner ellipsoid is removed 
along with the outer and is strained by the same amount. 
2. Remove the inner ellipsoid, give it a stress-free strain 
(eor)i, apply surface tractions -(aor)inj, replace it, and reweld. 
We now specialize to the case where the inner and outer 
transformation strains (eor)o, (eor)i have only the nonzero 
components 
(e13T)o -- (e31T)o • eo r (8) 
(e13T)i -- (e31T)i • ei r (9) 
so that the only nonzero transformation stresses (O'ijT)o and 
(aor)i are 
(o•3r)o = (o3•r)o _-- •o r (10) 
(a•3r)i = (a3x r)i = ai r (11) 
We introduce the shorthand L =_ 2/• and assume that in the 
•=Lex ©--Le © acts upon far field, z • •, the stress a x3 3 
the infinite medium. Then the stress a•3 = •o t' in the outer 
ring is 
where 
•o r = L(eo c + e © -- eo r) + 2L Sx3x3L(R)ei r (12) 
= r (13) eo c 2Sx3x3t'eo 
from (4). In writing (12) we have implicitly assumed a coordi- 
nate system (x, y, z), where r2= x z + yZ and R e = r e + z z. 
The quantity S1313L(R) expresses the influence of the inner 
ellipsoid upon its surroundings and in the far field behaves 
like 1/R 3. The superscript L denotes use of the elastic moduli 
2, /• in computing S1313 L or S1313L(R). This quantity is ob- 
tained by integrating the Green function (3) over the inner 
ellipsoidal surface, with the observation point outside the 
inner ellipsoid. The calculation of quantities of this type is 
described briefly by Eshelby [1957], Kellogg [1929], and 
Routh [1892]. In essence, it is necessary to perform integrals of 
the type 
x:n:ai 2c ;ooU(u) du(a  2+ u)A (14) 
where 
A=(a 2 +uXc 2 + u) •/2 
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Fig. 1. An ellipsoidal sphereoid within an ellipsoidal sphereoid, the 
starting point of the model. 
and where /t is the greatest positive root of the equation 
U(u) = o. 
1,2 •2 
U(u) = 1 -(a, 2 + u'-•-•- (c 2 + u'-----• (15) 
Integrals of the type (14) can be performed numerically since 
they die off as u--} •. 
In the inner region the stress o'13 Lm O.i Lis 
ai •' = L(eo ½ + ei ½ + e © --eo r-- ei r) (16) 
where again 
ei c = 2Sl3•3t'ei r (17) 
Having solved the equivalent inclusion problem, let us turn 
to the real problem of interest, in which inner and outer in- 
clusions have different moduli, both from each other and from 
the matrix moduli. Hence 
do' o M/de o = M (18) 
do'iN/dei-- N (19) 
Also, let there exist corresponding Poisson's ratios VM and VN. 
At this point, we assume that both M and N are elastic shear 
moduli. 
We now make two assumptions which considerably simplify 
the problem, allowing an analytic solution. The first assump- 
tion is that the inclusions are very flat, that is, c/ai • 0, C/ao• 
0. The second is that ai << a o (see Figure 2). The motivation for 
the second assumption is that when the inner ellipsoid is inser- 
ted into the outer ellipsoid, the influence function St3•3M(R) 
can be computed using the infinite space Green function, 
equation (3). To do the problem exactly would otherwise re- 
quire the calculation of a correction term in the Green func- 
tion corresponding to the modulus change across the outer 
ellipsoid boundary. Hence S•313M(R) may be evaluated di- 
rectly from the results given by Eshelby [1957] by replacing v 
with VM and # with M/2. 
We therefore obtain the stress ao M inside the outer ellipsoid 
as 
aoM= M(eo c + e ©) + 2M S•3•3M(R)ei, T (20) 
The quantity ei, r in general differs from eir in (12), (16)-(17) 
due to the modulus change in the outer ellipsoid. The stress 
inside the inner ellipsoid is 
6i N -' N(eo c + ei ,c q- e ©) (21) 
Note that in (20)-(21), eo c and e•, c are defined as 
c r (22) e o = 2S• 313Meo 
el, c= 2S1313Mei ,T (23) 
Using the assumption that c/ai--} 0, C/ao • 0, it can be 
shown that [Eshelby, 1957] 
L M S1313 • S1313 q- O(c/ao) , (24) 
N S1313 L• S1313 q- O(c/ai) (25) 
1 L 
S•313 • • lc + O(c/a) (26) 
In (26), lc is the integral 
fo © lc = 2n (1 + •)2[(c2/a2) + •]1/2 • 4n (27) 
as c/a• 0 and where v = u/a 2. We have used an unsubscrip- 
ted a in (26) and (27) to denote either of (a•, ao). 
As discussed previously, S•3•3•(R), S•3•3U(R), S•3•3•(R) 
can be calculated by straightforward methods. However, we 
observe from the asymptotic forms of these quantities 
[Eshelby, 1957] that they die off proportional to 1/R 3. Rather 
than compute numerically the exact values of S•3•3L(R), 
u R •(R), we will thus simply use S•3•3 ( ),S•3•3 
S•3•3•(R)• • + 0 z = 0 (28) 
and so forth in expressions like (12), (20). This approximation 
should suffice at present in view of the nature of the model 
and the scatter in the data. Moreover, the final model will not 
use an R-dependent strain in the outer region but will rather 
use strain averaged over the ring area between the inner and 
outer disks. This approximation is made in a similar spirit to 
that of Rice [1979], who uses a crack solution with slip 
averaged over the area of the crack. Hence, except for what 
follows immediately, we shall replace S1313L(R) by S1313 L 
S1313 • 2 2 S1313[(R)R dR 
a o -- a i 
( a o • 2 _ ai •. , dr 
(ai/ao) • 
= (29) 
211 - (a•/ao)] 
Fig. 2. Illustration of the circular fault plane, radius a o, with a small 
circular patch, radius ai. 
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For an asperity one third as large as the entire fault plane, 
a0 = 3ai, and (29) is about 0.08, a small number. 
We now proceed with the remainder of the Eshelby [1957] 
formalism. Equating (12) and (20), and noting the R depen- 
dence of S1313L(R), S1313M(R), we obtain, to order c/a, 
Mei, r = Lei r + O(c/ai) (30) 
eor_ -(L- M)e © 0(•o ) - L L + (31) 2(L- M)S•3•3 - 
By equating (16) and (21), we find 
[2(L- N)S1313 L-- L]eo r + [2(M- N)S1313 L- M]ei, r 
+ (L - N)eoo + O(c/a•) + O(c/ao) = 0 
Using (31), we obtain 
T -- L(N - M)eoo 
- • M] L_ L][2(M- N)S•3•3ev [2(L - M)S • 3 • 3 - 
and 
(32) 
+ 0 c 0(•)+ (•) (33) 
- M(N - M)eoo 
eir= [2(L M)S131 -- -- __ __ 3 L M r ] 3 L L][2(M N)S13 !
+ 0(•)+ 0(•o) (34) 
Let us define a quantity called the "ring strain" e'. equal to 
e'. = eo c + eoo (35) 
We can then express evr and e• r as 
e,,r = -(M- N)e• (36) [2(M - N)S• 3 • 3 • - M] 
(M- N)e (37) 
It can be seen that (36) and (31) have exactly the same form: 
Each expresses the transformation strain in an inclusion as the 
same function of the corresponding elastic moduli multiplying 
the far-field strain of the medium in which it is embedded. 
We now show that (31) can be reduced to an elementary, 
physically meaningful form. The expression for St 3 • 3 L can be 
reduced, in the limit (c/a)•O, to [Eshelby, 1957; Rudnicki, 
1977] 
- (38) S•3•3 = 2 
where 
3n(2- v) 
• = • (39) 
16(1 - v) 
Using now a definition for far-field stress •o and one for 
fault stress •o 
z © = Le © (40) 
Z o = Me,. (41) 
we find 
Here, D o is the diameter of the fault (equals 2ao), and the fault 
slip 6'. is defined by 
•6'. = 6'. max = 2ce'. • 2Ceo ½• 2Ceo r (43) 
The equalities become exact as c--,0. In reality, 6'. is an 
average fault slip in the sense of Rice [1979]. 
In a similar way, we find that the contribution to the slip in 
the central region 6½ from the transformation strain eir (not 
ei, r) is 
where 
•o -- •i Di 6c - (44) 
zi = N(e'. + el) (45) 
6½ = 2cei r (46) 
and Di is the diameter of the central region. Our final result, 
then, for the total slip in the inner part 6• and outer part 6 o is 
6o r© - zø (-•) L zø +z' (-•) (47) - L + 251313 L 
z• -Zo (•) Zo- z,(•) (48) •i- L + L 
These are the equations to be solved for given z © and pre- 
scribed stress-slip constitutive laws between zo-•o and 
•i • •i. 
In defining constitutive laws for the fault stress-fault slip, we 
note, as does Rice [1979], that these laws of necessity incor- 
porate the effects of distributed inelasticity in a region sur- 
rounding the fault plane. Moreover, slip on the fault plane is 
averaged in such a way that failure occurs simultaneously on 
every portion of the outer re,on and every portion of the 
inner region. Additionally, (47•48) are rather general in the 
sense that any deviations of these equations from the true 
governing equations can be "absorbed" into the stress-slip 
constitutive laws. For example, the z- $ constitutivc law is 
assumed to incorporate the effects of changing normal stress 
on the fault plane as instability is approached. Thus constitu- 
tive laws determined from real seismicity data ought neverthe- 
less to provide true insights into other independent data sets. 
3. SOLUTION BY SUCCESSIVE GRAPHICAL 
PERTURBATIONS 
Equations (47)-(48) are a set of nonlinear algebraic equa- 
tions for 60 and 6• and can of course be solved numerically. 
However, note that the quantity 2S1313 L is a small number 
(call it 2S•3•3/• = y << 1). We can thus build upon a suggestion 
of Rice [1979], who noted that (42) can be solved graphically. 
Hence let us expand 6 o, 6•, Zo, and z• in powers of y: 
60 = 60 (0) + •6o (•) + •26o• +'" (49) 
6 i --6i (0) + •6i (1) + •26i(2) +''' (50) 
•o = •o •ø) + •o •) + •2•?) +... (51) 
•i = •i (0) + •i(1) + •2•i(2) +... (52) 
Inserting these expressions into (47)-(48) and collecting like 
powers of y, we get at zeroth-order 
zoo _ z o Do 6'. - (42) 6/0) = 
60 (0) = (53) L 
z© - zø(ø) (•) zø(ø) - z•(ø) -• (54) L + L 
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(RELATIVE SLIP) 
Fig. 3. Solution of Equations (47)-(48) by graphical construction. 
Two constitutive laws, for the outer regions T o -6 and the inner 
region z i - 6, are shown together with lines constructed by use of the 
governing equations. 
Equation (53) defines a line on the z - 6 graph. Since z © is 
independent of (5, the line intercept is z ©, and slope is -L•/Do. 
Notice that the slope, which is the effective stiffness, is directly 
proportional to the exterior shear modulus and inversely pro- 
portional to the diameter of the fault. The effective stiffness 
concept has been discussed in detail previously [Walsh, 1971]. 
Once Zo (ø) has been defined, (54) defines a line on the z- (5 
graph with slope --L•/Di and intercept zøø(Do/Di)+ %(ø)(1 
-Do/Dt). Note that the magnitude of this second slope is 
larger than the slope of the line (53) because Do > D•. 
As an illustration of the solution of the zeroth-order equa- 
tions (53)-(54), we show in Figure 3 two curves in the z- (5 
plane representing stress in the inner and outer regions. We 
assume for the moment that the inner region can support a 
greater magnitude of shear stress than can the outer region. 
The two lines represented by (53)-(54) are shown with slope 
-L•/D o and -L•/Di. The intersection of the first line with the 
vertical axis defines z ©, and the intersection with the Zo- (5 
curve defines both %(0) and (50 (0) . From the intersection with 
the zo- (5 curve a line is drawn with slope --L•/Di. Where it 
intersects he z• - (5 curve it defines zi (ø) and (5?. 
We now retain terms of first order in • in the solution 
expansion. Equations (47)-(48) become 
z©-(Zo(ø) + •,Zo(•)) (•_e(5ø(ø) + 7(5ø(•)= L 
L 
-t-(!•ø(ø)-t- 7z (1))--(zi-l- Tzi(1)))(-•) (56) L 
Defining 
•o (•)-- (5o (ø) + y(5o (•) (57) 
•(•) _= (5•(o) + 7(5i(•) (58) 
we obtain 
•o(•)_ -- To (o) + 7Zo (•) (59) 
q•(•) -- z• (ø) + yz• (•) (60) 
_ ) (o) _ •(o)) ß L 
L + .qo --q•( (62) L 
Note that we can transform the second term in (61) by use 
of (53)-(54) so that (61) reads 
•ø(•) = L -- 7((5ø(0)-- 5?)) (63) 
Defining 
•o(O) • •o(•) + y((5o(O)_ (5i(o)) (64) 
we have the same quations for •o (•), •i (•), •o (•), •(•) as we had 
before, equations (53•54). Hence it can be seen that the next 
higher-order estimate of the total slip 6o in the outer ring is 
6o (ø) reduced by the small quantity y(6o (ø)- 6•(o)). The inner 
slip •(•) is also then reduced by a small quantity of order 6. 
The same graphical construction, as was used for 6o (ø), 6•(o), 
will thus su•ce to determine 6o, 6• at first order. 
The general form for the nth order equations is 
- L + 7 ,•o - •i(n- (65) L 
As noted above, (65) can also be written as 
- • - 7(•o (n- •) - •i (n- •)) (67) 
Hence the slip 6o, 6• in the outer and inner portions of the 
fault can be determined at successively higher orders by 
graphical construction. Note that the quantity •o (n)- •(n) is 
negative for a central region which can support a higher stress 
than the ring region. In the current seismological jargon this 
model is termed an asperity model. It can thus be concluded 
that the stronger asperity inhibits slip in the weaker region 
surrounding it by acting rather like a nail holding the two 
sides of the fault together. 
Higher levels of complexity in the fault model can also be 
modeled by similar techniques to those used here. For exam- 
ple, if there exist regions with different z- 6 properties such 
that D• << D 2 << D3, we can write 
ß 
(68) 
where V• is 2S•3•36(R) averaged over the region from D•/2 to 
D3/2 and Y2 is 2S•3•3•(R) averaged from D2/2 to D3/2. The 
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Fig. 4. Illustration of graphical solution to homogeneous fault 
problem when far-field stress z © is constant and far-field displacement 
6 © increases monotofiically with time. Fault stress is always less than 
x•, and consti•utivc law is rclati.vely flat so only quasi-static slip 
results. 
same kind of solution method based upon graphical pertur- 
bation can bc devised for (68)-(70) as was used for (47)-(48). 
With this kind of model it should bc possible toanalyze data 
quantitatively, indicating a migration of seismicity toward the 
eventual mainsh0ck epicenter prior to the mainshock and mi- 
gration of seismicity away from the event. 
4. 'TIME PERIODIC EARTHQUAKES 
For the remainder of this paper wc take as our starting 
point (47) and (48). In these two equations the quantity L is 
twice the shear modulus #; D is the diameter of the circular 
fault, with subscript o or i denoting outer or inner parts of the 
fault shown in Figure 2; • is given as a function of Poisson's 
L iS•a•.smal 1 quantity given by (29) in ratio v by (39); and 2S1313 
terms of the inner and outc:r radii of the circular faults ai, ao. 
The quantities/ii, •  o are the slip on the inner and outer parts 
of the fault, and •z•, Zo ar• the fault stresses onthe inner and 
outer parts of the fault. 
Th•c analysis in sections 2 and 3 has bccn based on the idea 
that far-field skcar stress increases monotonicall• with time. 
Clearly, this leads to great difficulty after a long pcri0d of 
time, since the far•-ficld shear stress becomes unbounded. As 
, 
pointed out in section 1, the stress z© is ultimately derived 
from the b•Sal stress driving the plate motion, and this must 
bca bounded constant. Hence wc adopt the superpositi0n 
scheme outlined in the introduction, whereby a steady state 
solution with slip on the plate boundary is combined with 
dislocation soltitions. Therefore, as noted in the introduction, 
wc nccd to Yeplace the qu•rrtity •i in the dislocation solution (47)-(48) by the quantity •i- Vpt. To obtain the c.9mPlctc 
motion to the p•'oblcm of faulting on a plat cboundary driven 
at a far field v•locity Vp, wc first solve (47) and (48) with 
replaced by •i ' Vpt, together with an appropriate constitutivc 
law relating fault stress z•", or relative stress z•" '" z ©, and 
slip $. The.p, the plate motion Vpt is added to the calculated •i. 
By using a variation on •thi• graphical solution techniques 
discussed by Rice [1979] and in the previous section, wc can 
illustrate the solution as in Figures 4 and 5. Again, wc note 
that cquatjo•.•in th.c form of (53) plot as straight lines on 
z - •i graphs, with stress intercept ..equal to z ©, and with slope 
-L•/Do. If on the same graph, we plot the z •"'- •i constitu- 
, 
tive law (the wavey line), then the intersection of the former 
linc with the latter curve determines the stress-slip state. For 
the case considered by Rice [1.979] the vertical reference stress 
line, upon which z © is located, is fixed at the left side. As the 
far-field stress increases in the Rice [1979] model, the stress 
intercept increases at some steady rate. However, in the pres- 
ent case the far-field displacement Vpt increases steadily with 
time, and this can bc represented by allowing the reference linc 
to move steadily to the right at a velocity Vp. Hence the refer- 
ence linc is in the positions indicated at tx and tz. As the 
reference linc advances to the right, failure occurs when the 
slope of the z •r"- •i curve exceeds the slope of the elastic 
unloading linc. This is precisely as before, only now the time- 
dependent fault slip has bccn placed in the context of a 
changing far-field reference state. 
Figure 4 shows a case involving peak fault stress zp •" lower 
than far-field stress z ©. In addition, Figure 4 also shows the 
case where the slope of the fault constitutivc law always ex- 
ceeds the slope of the. elastic unloading linc, so that only stable 
slip can occur. By contrast, Figure 5 shows a case in which the 
peak fault stress zp •" cxcccd• the far-field stress z© and in 
which the slope of the elastic Unloading linc sometimes ex- 
ceeds the slope of the constitutivc law, thereby allowing unsta- 
ble slip. Rice [1979] has called this the "seismic gap" model 
for the uniform fault. As the 'reference linc advances to the 
right following t = 0, the fault slip begins to fall behind the 
far-field pl.atc motion, whose position is represented by the 
position of the reference linc. At t = tz the slope of the elastic 
unloading linc exceeds the slope of the fault constitutivc law, 
and failure occurs. The immediate prefailurc stress-slip state 
$•,e at pea k stress i  succeeded by the immediate postfailure 
stress-slip tate indicated as•i•o,•. Hence, an "overshoot" f he 
reference state, represented as the position of the reference 
line, occurs during the earthquake. 
It is worthwhile comparing the properties of the stress-slip 
constitutivc laws Of Figures 3-5 to the results of •thc friction 
experiments of Dieterich [19.79]. Dieterich showed that fric- 
tional force depends inversely on slip velocity, being greatest 
whcn velocity is least and vice versa. However, this depen- 
dence has a certain "displacement lag" associated with it, in 
that friction changes to its lower (or higher) value only after a 
certain characteristic slip distance do has bccn traversed. This 
•pr, •(t2) •post 
• (TOTAL SLIP) 
Fig. 5. Similar to Figure 4, only now fault stress is sometimes 
greater than far-field stress T©, and consfitutivc law is sharply peaked. 
Hence sudden fault rupt. urc (earthquakes) can occur. 
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Fig. 6. Cumulative slip versus time and cumulative moment 
versus time during a steady state earthquake cycle for fault shown in 
the upper left corner. 
constant do is in effect the distance which must be slipped to 
change the population of contacts between the two sides of the 
fault. The constitutive laws shown in Figures 4-5 also have a 
characteristic distance associated with them, the distance be- 
tween the stress peaks. The similarity ends there, however. 
Dieterich's [1979] evolutionary frictional laws are in reality a 
set ef coupled, nonlinear partial differential equations. These 
show that frictional force is fundamentally rate dependent. It 
is easy to incorporate these frictional laws into the formalism 
developed here, by solving (47)-(48) for the ratio of shear to 
normal stress. Equating to Dieterich's [1979] coefficient of 
friction and using the evolution equation for asperity contact 
time, we are left with a set of four nonlinear coupled partial 
, 
differential equations to solve. Although this problem is not 
considered further here, we intend to pursue this in future 
work. 
Finally, we note that earthquake stress drops, A• st', divided 
by fault offset A6 is an observational means of obtaining the 
slope of the elasti.c-unloading line. This slope, equal to 
-L•/D, can be used to find any of the three quantities L, •, or 
D if the other two • •re assumed known. For example, one 
value of • is given in (39) for the circular fault problem. An- 
other, given by Rice [1979] for the infinitely long fault, where 
D is then .the width of the fault plane, is equal to 2/In(1 - v)]. 
Other geometries will have different interpretations 6f D and 
5. SYNTHETIC EARTHQUAKES 
As a first step in the generation of synthetic earthquakes for 
elucidation of the physi:/:s of real events, weassq?e a simple Mohr failure criterio n. •Stress is allowed to inc{•ease on the 
fault with no associated isplacement, until a peak stress •' is 
achieved. At this pøint, further far-field stress or displacment 
increase tends to cause fault stress to exceed •', which is not 
allowed. Hence an earthquake is the resqlt, with associated 
fault slip 6•c- In our simple model (Figure 2) we need to specify 
peak stresses Zo e, zi •', and event slip •fo and •fi for both the 
inner and the outer regions. 
To solve the system of (47)-(48) subject to Mohr constitu- 
tive laws, it is convenient to invert (47)-(48) and solve for 
stress as a function of slip. Thus we have 
z o = A•5 o + Aa•Si + A3 • + r ø• (71) 
•i = BlJi + B2c•o + B3 • + rø• (72) 
where 
-2#{ 
A• = Do(1 _ 7) 
2•, 
A2 = Do(1 _ 7) 




2u(Do- D,) B 2 = 
D•Do(1 -- 7) 
B 3 = 2•/D o 
•= get 
7 = 2S•3•3 •
(73) 
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Fig. 7. Cumulative slip versus time and cumulative moment 
versus time during a steady state earthquake cycle for fault shown in 
the upper left corner. '• 
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Equations (71)-(72) are in fact extremely revealing. They 
show that slip on one region of the fault plane tends to "trig- 
ger" slip on the other. That is, A• is negative, so that slip on 
the outer part reduces stress on the outer part. However, since 
A e is positive, slip on the inner part increases stress on the 
outer part. Likewise, since B• < 0 and B e > 0, slip on the 
inner part reduces tress on the inner part, but slip on the 
outer part increases tress on the inner part. 
In order to use (71)-(72) in a numerical algorithm, we set 
6 © = Vpt and assume constant :©. Let us also assume that we 
have some current value of slip 6ø', 6i' on the fault plane. Also, 
(71)-(72) indicate that the only meaningful stress quantities are 
the stress differences :o- •oo, •i_ •oo. It is these differences 
that we parameterized with the Mohr failure model, picking 
peak stresses •oP, :i P for each difference. We then compute the 
times to next failure To •', T? for each region 
To;' = (To P -- gl(• o' -- A2•i' ) A •Vp (74) 
Ti f _. (,i P-- B•6/ -- B26 o' (75) 
Ba Vp 
The shorter of To f and T? is then picked, time is in- 
cremented, the corresponding slip variable is incremented by 
b fø or •f•, and the procedure repeats. In the event that a large 
earthquake occurs, it is also necessary to check that the final 
stress state in each region is below the peak value. If it is not, 
either of •o' or •' is incremented until that criterion is 
achieved. 
The results of these calculations for selected examples are 
shown in Figures 6-9. All of these figures show, in the upper 
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versus time during a steady state earthquake cycle for fault shown in 
the upper left corner. 
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Fig. 9. Cumulative slip versus time and cumulative moment 
versus time during a steady statd earthquake cycle for fault shown in 
the upper left corner. 
part, cumulative slip versus time, and, in the lower part, cumu- 
lative moment versus time. These plots ar e all for earthquake 
cycles once the system has reached a steady state. Shown in 
the upper left corner is a diagram of the fault plane. The outer 
ring has a diameter D o of 100 km, whereas the inner circle can 
have a diameter D• of either 50 or 25 km. Thus the physically 
important ratio (Di/Do) 3 is either 0.125 or 0.016. As illustrated 
in Figures 6-9, either region on the fault plane can be strong 
compared to the other or weak compared to the other. Also, 
as indicated, the far-field relative plate velocity has been as- 
sumed to be 50 mm/yr. 
The dashed line in the upper plot of Figures 6-9 is the 
cumulative slip occurring in the weaker portion of the fault 
plane. The solid, stair step line is the cumulative slip in the 
stronger portion of the fault plane. Slip accumulated during 
one cycle by the far-field plate motion is represented by the 
solid line connecting the two points of the stair step. The 
figures show the slip cycle after steady state has been achieved. 
During the "startup phase" of the model, the stress mismatch 
• - z © is adjusted by the system until the average slip rate on 
the fault matches the steady state far field displacement rate 
Vp. That all regions of a fault loaded at the same rate should 
display the same average total offset appears to be true of the 
San Andreas fault [Weldon and Sie. h, 1981' K. E. Sieh and R. 
H. Jahns, unpublished manuscript, 1984]. 
In these synthetic earthquakes, the i:luantities 6fø and 6f • 
are taken to have the values 0.01 and 10 m, respectively. Note 
that cumulative outer slip and cumulative moment between 
large shocks have been drawn as s•traight lines rather than as 
the tiny, almost invisible, stair step functions they actually are. 
The physics underlying this simple Mohr constitutive law can 
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be understood in the context of Dieterich's [1979] evolution- 
ary friction law. Thus the quantity d' is the stress at which the 
velocity dependence (weakening) of the coefficient of friction 
commences. Use of a small value for •s ø then simply means 
that little or no friction decrease occurs with sliding; thus little 
unstable slip occurs. On the other hand, use of a large value 
for •si means that the coefficient offriction decreases greatly 
with the onset of slip, thereby allowing a large amount of 
unstable slip to occur during an event. 
Figures 6-9 .clearly demonstrate the existence of a triggering 
effect. Slip on the stronger region at t = 200, 400 years can be 
seen to trigger slip in the weaker region. The amount of trig- 
gered slip, plus the slip accumulated over the preceeding 200 
years, just equals 10 m, the amount of displacement accumu- 
lated during that time by motion in the far field. Of course, the 
lower the rate of steady slip during the cycle, the higher is the 
amount of triggered slip. Triggering effects like this are now 
the focus of an increasing amount of interest [Das and Aki, 
1977; Drnowska and Li, 1982; Thatcher and Savage, 1983]. 
6. APPLICATIONS 
The applicability of the model described in the preceding 
sections can be demonstrated by reference to a number of 
studies of worldwide seismicity patterns. For example, Mogi 
[-1968a, b] and Tajitna and Kanatnori [1981] have demon- 
strated that great subduction zone earthquake sequences often 
consist of one or more mainshocks, confined in a relatively 
small area, and an extensive aftershock sequence which ex- 
pands from the mainshock area to fill a much larger region. 
Lay et al. [1982-] have examined these patterns and classified 
them into a number of distinct categories. Some areas, such as 
Alaska and Chile, show little or no expansion of aftershock 
area over mainshock area and may represent faults with very 
uniform, strong slip surfaces. Lay et al. ['1982] believe that 
these regions are essentially one big asperity. Other areas such 
as the Aleutians, which are characterized by some aftershock 
expansion, are hypothesized to represent regions with large, 
isolated discrete zones of strong slip surface coupling, i.e., the 
mainshock area or asperity. However, the size of the asperity 
is somewhat smaller than the region covered eventually by the 
aftershocks. A third category, exemplified by the Kurile Is- 
lands subduction zone, is also characterized by aftershock ex- 
pansion but more importantly by complex source process for 
the mainshock and with several discrete source locations. Lay 
et al. [1982] hypothesize that this type of physical behavior 
reflects the lack of large isolated asperities and prefer instead a 
model with a distributed number of smaller, weaker asperities. 
The final category is typified by the Mariana subduction zone, 
in which no large earthquakes exist, hence no mainshock- 
aftershock patterns or expansion exist, and essentially all of 
the plate convergence is accommodated by aseismic slip. 
A particularly good example of an isolated asperity appear- 
ing in the middle of an expanding aftershock region is shown 
by the October 1980 earthquake sequence near the Loyalty 
Islands, New Hebrides. Figure 10 shows data on this sequence 
developed by Vidale and Kanatnori [-1983]. A series of four 
mainshocks occurred which ranged in magnitude from M s = 
6.5 to M s = 7.2, commencing at 0325 UT on October 24, 
1980, and extending until October 25, 1980. The main shock 
epicentral locations were tightly clustered within the small 
dashed region in Figure 10 for the first 33-39 hours of the 
sequence. Activity subsequently spread over the region en- 
closed by the large dashed line in the 2400 hours following the 
main events. Obviously the asperity is represented by the area 
associated with mainshocks, and the total slip area is repre- 
sented by the aftershock area. 
It is to the picture of an isolated asperity embedded in the 
middle of an earthquake slip surface [e.g., Lay et al., 1982, 
Figure 20] that we apply the model developed in preceding 
sections. Thus the central portion of the fault shown in Figure 
2 is equated to the asperity region, the source of the main- 
shock. The outer ring of the fault shown in Figure 2 is then 
the region into which the aftershocks eventually expand. Last, 
the region exterior to the fault but in the same plane, which is 
considered in the model to be freely slipping (see the dis- 
cussion in the introduction), approximates the effect of contin- 
ued loading of the fault plane by events on the rest of the 
subduction zone. In using this model we equate the triggered 
slip, seen in Figures 6 and 8 on the "weaker," outer portion of 
the fault at the time of the mainshock, with the integrated slip 
due to all of the aftershocks. Obviously, the simple model 
application discussed in this paragraph does not treat a vari- 
ety of physical phenomena which may occur in nature, such as 
preseismic quiescence, or foreshock clustering around the 
eventual mainshock area as exemplified by the Mogi dough- 
nut. More geometrically complex models, in which more fault 
segments are considered, as well as use of the correct evol- 
utionary constitutive laws would undoubtedly improve the 
situation. Moreover, inclusion of a layered earth structure 
with a free surface as well as stress relaxation in the astheno- 
sphere through viscoelastic flow [Rundle, 1978; Thatcher and 
Rundle, 1979] is really necessary as well. 
In Figure 11 we show the dependence of two slip ratios on 
normalized asperity size predicted from the model. The solid 
curve is the ratio of slip rate in the outer ring to plate velocity. 
Recalling the assumptions discussed above, we note that all of 
the slip in the asperity region is considered to be released 
during an earthquake cycle at the time of the mainshock. 
Hence we can alternately write this ratio as the ratio of the 
total moment in the aftershock region during the interval be- 
tween mainshocks to the total moment of one mainshock se- 
quence. The dashed line on Figure 11 represents the ratio of 
triggered slip due to aftershock occurrence to slip in the region 
of the asperity. Again, this curve can also be considered to be 
the ratio of total aftershock moment to total mainshock 
moment. Note that this identification of slip ratios with 
moment ratios depends critically on the assumption that little 
aseismic slip exists on the aftershock portion of the fault plane. 
This assumption is probably invalid in a number of subduc- 
tion zones (see, for example, Thatcher and Rundle [1979, 1984] 
and Table 2 of Lay et al. [1982]). If, for any given time inter- 
val, background, mainshock, or aftershock, this proves to be a 
poor assumption, the corresponding moment calculated for 
that period will be too low. One common problem is probably 
neglect of very short term postseismic slip in both the main- 
shock and aftershock regions, o that plotted points would fall 
at too low an ordinate on Figure 11. Another problem is that 
the theoretical calculation models the effect of neighbo.ring 
mainshock-aftershock sequences as simply steady slip at the 
background rate. This assumption means that short-term vari- 
ations in the background slip rate and in the patterns of 
mainshock-aftershock sequences, due to large nearby events, 
are neglected. This assumption will affect the ordinates of 
plotted points in a nonsystematic way. 
Using the ratio of moments approach, we have plotted 
points for several earthquakes on Figure 11. Events in the 
Marianas, where no large mainshocks occur, and in Alaska, 
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and open triangles are for background slip rate or moment release. 
where earthquakes occur as large, uniform ruptures with no 
aftershock expansion [Lay et al., 1982], obviously represent 
limiting cases on Figure 11 and plot at the left-hand and 
right-hand margins as expected. More interesting cases are 
represented by the New Hebrides [Vidale and Kanarnori, 
1983], and Miyagi-Oki events [Tajirna and Kanarnori, 1981]. 
These two events, which are described below, both displayed 
some aftershock area expansion from the centrally located 
mainshock region, which indicates that they are probably 
characterized fairly well by the model of a uniform asperity 
embedded within a larger slip zone. 
As described above, the October 1980 Loyalty Islands 
earthquake sequence involved a series of four mainshocks fol- 
lowed by a series of aftershocks extending over the 2400 hours 
following the main events, expanding to fill the area shown in 
Figure 10. In order to calculate the moment ratios discussed 
above we define three periods: period 1 is the "background 
period"; period 2 is the "coseismic period"; and period 3 is the 
"period of triggered slip". From the NOAA catalog we extrac- 
ted all events larger than magnitude 5 which occurred within 
the box defined by the latitude-longitude vertices (-21.71 ø ,
169.19ø), (-21.29 o, 169.58ø), (-22.57 o, 171.19ø), (-23.00 o, 
170.73ø). Since an M s = 7.25 event occurred in this box on 
February 1, 1945, we consider the period from February 2, 
1945, to October 23, 1980, to be the background period. The 
interval from October 24, 1980, to 1100, October 25, 1980, is 
then the coseismic period, and the period from 1100, October 
25, 1980, to December 21, 1980, is the period of triggered slip. 
If we use the magnitude (Ms) moment (Mo) relation: 
log Mo = 1.5Ms + 16.1 
then the total moment release for period 1 is 6.8 x 1019 N m; 
for period 2 is 1.1 x 1020 N m; and for period 3 is 1.3 x 1019 
N m. The direct determination of the moment release for 
period 2 is 2.6 x 1020 N m [Vidale and Kanarnori, 1983]. We 
assume that the moment determination for events in all three 
periods will display similar variation, and so we simply use the 
moments determined from the Ms- Mo relation and the 
NOAA catalog. Using these values, the ratio of the moment 
for periods 1 to the ratio of the moment for period 2 is 0.02; 
and the ratio of the moment for period 3 to the moment for 
period 2 is 0.12. These are plotted in Figure 11 at the point 
corresponding to the ratio of asperity diameter to aftershock 
zone diameter characteristic of this region, 0.3. As can be seen, 
the ratio of background moment rate to plate convergence 
rate falls below the appropriate curve, while the ratio of trig- 
gered aftershock moment to mainshock moment falls on the 
theoretical curve. 
In a manner similar to the Loyalty Islands earthquake we 
plot the data for the June 12, 1978, Ms = 7.7 Miyagi-Oki 
earthquake. This event occurred at a depth of about 40 km on 
a shallow-dipping fault and had a total aftershock expansion 
area of about 2400 km 2 [Tajima and Kanamori, 1981]. Repeat 
times in this area are about 100 years [Lay et al., 1982], and 
the ratio of asperity diameter to aftershock zone diameter is 
about 0.5 [Tajima and Kanamori, 1981]. In order to calculate 
the total moment for the mainshock period and the period of 
triggered slip we take all events greater than magnitude 5 
contained within the box bounded by the latitude-longitude 
vertices (38.8 ø, 141.9ø), (38.2 ø, 143.8ø), (37.2 ø, 143.2ø), (37.8 ø, 
141.2ø). Using the moment magnitude relation above, we find 
that the mainshock moment is about 4.5 x 1020 N m and for 
the period of aftershock expansion, June 13, 1978, until May 
31, 1982, the total moment is about 1.2 x 10 •9 N m. To find 
the ratio of mainshock moment to total background (intere- 
vent) moment, we must use the plate convergence rate in this 
area since no instrumental record of a prior mainshock for 
this area exists. Hence using the convergence rate of 0.1 m/yr 
[Minster and Jordan, 1978], together with an assumed shear 
modulus of 6.5 x 10 •ø N m -2, the repeat time of 100 years, 
and the aftershock expansion area of 1800 km 2, we find a total 
background moment of 1.2 x 102• N m. The ratio of moments 
then becomes 0.38 for period 2 to period 1 and 0.03 for period 
3 to period 2. As can be seen on Figure 11, both points for the 
Miyagi-Oki event fall below their appropriate curves, indicat- 
ing the possible presence of appreciable aseismic slip during 
the various periods. 
Although we will not explore the question in any detail, it is 
also possible that mainshock mb/M s should vary predictably 
with Di/Do, background activity rate, the degree of aftershock 
expansion, and moment release of aftershocks. The justi- 
fication for this suspected relationship is the idea that rnb is 
related to asperity size, while Ms is related to total fault area, 
including aftershock area [Lay et al., 1982]. We also speculate 
that stress drops in events of a given region may display great- 
er consistency if proper account is taken of relative sizes of 
asperity to total fault area. The ratio of stress drop on the 
asperity to stress drop over the aftershock ring may then be 
related to m•/Ms as well as the other quantities mentioned 
above. 
As mentioned above, the kinematics of the system appear to 
control the interevent recurrence time. Also, the recurrence 
time at a particular location is dependent on triggering effects 
from slip on nearby fault segments whose influence "diffuses" 
gradually along the fault. This is shown by reference to Fig- 
ures 6-9. During the interval between mainshocks, activity on 
the outer ring, say, of Figures 6 and 8, occurs at a steady, 
predictable rate and is both slip and time predictable in the 
sense of $himazaki and Nakata [1980]. However, when slip on 
a neighboring segment such as the asperity occurs, this simple 
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relationship is destroyed, and activity in the outer ring is elev- 
ated to a new time or slip predictable asymptote. Hence a 
simple time or slip predictable model is not valid for segments 
in fault zones which suffer from significant triggering effects 
due to nearby faulting. Thus, although time or slip predictabil- 
ity may hold for a limited window in time or space, this model 
suggests that it cannot hold over long times at any location. 
We note that patterns of recent events along the Ecuador- 
Colombia coast provide support for this result [Kanamori and 
McNally, 1982]. 
7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
We have formulated a simple model for an earthquake 
which incorporates the new feature of an inhomogeneous 
stress distribution upon the fault. This model is based upon 
techniques developed by Eshelby [1957• and corresponds well 
with observed geometry of mainshock-aftershock sequences. 
Using the model, one can specify the stress-slip constitutive 
law and apply either constant far-field displacement or con- 
stant far-field stress to the fault. In this way, sequences of 
earthquakes can be generated. 
As a simple first experiment we have chosen a Mohr- 
Coulomb failure criterion for a two-part fault model. We find 
that for this case the kinematics of plate motion govern the 
average properties of an earthquake cycle. Additionally, it can 
be easily demonstrated that seismic triggering of adjacent 
faults is a real effect. 
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